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Resolutions of CPI(ML) Central Committee 

  
The CC of the CPI (ML) along with all the democratic and peace-loving people of the world 
opposes the heinous attack on the Palestinian land of Gaza strip by the Zionist government 
of Israel. All over the world people have come out on the streets to show their solidarity with 
the valiant resistance by the Palestinian forces. Even the Jews in the USA came out in 
thousands to register their opposition to Zionism and the war on Palestine. 

The CPI(ML) while upholding the resistance of the Palestine people strongly demands that 
Zionist aggression on Palestine areas must be stopped forthwith and also demands 
opening up of access to the besieged Gaza Strip by outside world for humanitarian aid and 
ambulation of wounded people. 

The CPI(ML) strongly deplores continuous airstrike by Israel on hospitals, schools, refugee 
camps and places of worship killing thousands of civilians which is nothing but genocide of 
worst kind. 

The CPI(ML) takes note of Modi government’s role of supporting Zionists in a roundabout 
way by abstaining from voting on UN resolution to immediate stoppage of war against the 
popular opinion of Indian people. Later on under the pressure of Arab world it opposed new 
occupations and settlements by Israel in Palestinian land without opposing the war. The 
CPI(ML) also notes that Israel has trampled upon resolutions after resolutions by the UN at 
the behest of the US and its western allies. 

The CPI(ML) calls upon the people of the world to oppose in every occupations a Palestinian 
land by Israel and armed attacks by the Zionist forces to occupy and forced settlements in 
Palestinian land. The CPI(ML) demands that the UN should recognise Palestine including 
Jerusalem, Gaza Strip and Golan Heights as an independent Palestine state. 

Glory to the Palestinian Resistance! 
Down with US-Israel Clique of Occupation Force! 

People of World come out Opposing US-Israel Barbarism in Palestine! 
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